
Konark wheel soap stone
sculpture for home décor 10.5
inch
Read More
SKU: 00486
Price: ₹28,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Statues & Sculptures, Decor, Objects
Tags: konark wheels, soap stone statues, soapstone
konark wheels

Product Description

A great way to embellish your minimal home decor if you want something simple yet offbeat
appeal, then the Konark Wheel Soap Stone Sculpture is the best piece of choice with no
exception. The uniquely build effortlessly stands and perfectly fits any desk or showcase.
Material: Pink Soapstone Dimension(HWL): 10.5 x 12 x 2 inch The renowned stone
sculpture:

The statuette of the prominent Konark wheel is a wedge upon the plinth, along with two
horses on each side of the wheel with the equestrian.
The wheel can be easily detachable from its base. The design has a similar carving on the
bottom of the spokes. Several elephant figures have also been chiseled on the base of the
substructure.
The architectural brilliancy can be seen with such a small sculpture by the skilled artisans
of Odisha, where stone carving is popular throughout the world.

The figure of time wheel:

The wheel is also known as the "wheel of life". The cycle of creation, preservation, and self-
realization.
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It consists of 8 major spokes and minor spokes, which signify the Prahars (three-hour
periods) of a day.
Distance between the 2 major spokes is 180 minutes and the minor spoke between two
major spokes is 90 minutes. There are 30 beads between one major spoke to the next
minor spoke and each bead represents 3 minutes. The Sundial shows time anti-clockwise
and the top center wider spoke represents midnight. To calculate time after the sunset,
the moon dial works just like the sundial.

The placement suggestion of the iconography :

The eyeful structure can be fit into any shelf of a cupboard and showcase of the living
room, office.
Placing it on your study table, reception desk, coffee table, office chamber is urged.
The stone sculptures represent the image of the world heritage, it can be displayed at any
office, restaurant, hotel or home, etc.
A venerable gifting option for your dear one on their special occasion.

Caring Tips of the splendid decorative soapstone statue:

The decorative stone statue is made of Pink soapstone.
Dusting should be done, using a piece of dry cloth or a small brush on the surface.
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